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INTERN REPORT 

 
I worked with Deveron Arts both as a project intern and as a shadow curator intern from October 
2012 to March 2013. I arrived in Huntly on the 12th October 2012. Simon Preston was working on 
“The Town is the Menu” project, and Allysson Velez was working on “Ceilidhcatu”. Michael Höpfner 
has been here, and Simone Kenyon. Nancy Mteki came here for little bit more than 6 weeks. Kate 
Rich visited for 72 hours and so did Christine Eyene. It has been both a personally and 
professionally intense experience and I had the chance to challenge my previous experience and 
knowledge related to the socially engaged arts. It has been an unique and challenging personal 
experience too. I sometimes struggled with my English, but now it is definitively better, and I learnt 
and appreciated a different culture.  
 
During my time in Huntly, I was mainly involved in the following projects: 
1.Simon Preston’s “The town is the Menu”- He had a clear idea of what to do with his project and 
he was very well organized. My role was to assist him in the production of his events. I was 
interested both in the process and in the theoretical sides of the project. After Simon left, I worked 
with Keira Allen, a local chef who was involved in Simon Project, in order to help her to keep the 
legacy of the Town is the Menu project alive.  
2.Michael Hoepfner’s “Walking off the Grid”- He walked around Huntly for 14 days. I helped in the 
arrangements for his final event at the Huntly Hotel on the 9th December. I spent 24 hours walking 
with him.  
3.Nancy Mteki “Mbereko”- I lived and worked with Nancy for her 7 weeks residence in Huntly. 
Norma D Hunter worked with us. I was involved in every stage of the development of the project 
until the 23rd March, when the last event “sharing A-way lunch” was delivered. I also developed 
and assisted workshops at the Gordon Primary School in Huntly. 
I worked on the improvement of the Town Collection too, adding new images (venues from 
outside) on the DA website. I checked the pieces and venues of the Town Collection. I think the 
Town collection still has an undeveloped potential as a visitors’ resource.  
Furthermore I went to Germany (Kassel) to collect 100 acorns from Beuys’ “7000 oaks”, which I 
planted in the Brander Building garden in November 2012. They will be used for a project planned 
in 2014. 
 
I have been dealing with small marketing tasks related to the delivery of the projects I was involved 
in. I worked on every kind of DA office-related daily tasks. I learnt how to use blurb: I designed the 
Slow Marathon and It’s Knot Magic books. I organized and planned some of the small events 
related to the projects listed above. I had the chance of having inspirational conversations with the 
director of DA, Claudia Zeiske, and with the people who visited Huntly during my six months in 
Huntly. I experienced the “Artocracy” methodology and the inner dynamics of a small 
internationally-renowned art organization. 
 
 
This variety of experiences, both theoretical and -above all- practical, gave me a priceless 
opportunity of reasoning on the nature of the art system, on the value and limits of socially 
engaged practice, on the difficulties and possibilities of curatorial practices. I understood how 
important it is to have a review at the end of a project and during a job (something that in my 
previous jobs I didn’t have the chance to experience), and how much a shared vision and a 
continuous dialogue and communication is needed in a small organization. 

 


